small-scale structure of the

PFZ done

aboard RJV

Thomas G. Thompson of the University of Washing-

ton between 13 March and 9 April (Joyce, 1976).
Scientific operations aboard Yelcho were under
the direction of Heilmuth A. Sievers, Instituto
Hidrográfico de la Armada de Chile, and Steven L.
Patterson, Texas A&M University. The remainder
of the scientific party consisted of six from the
Instituto and two from Texas A&M. Repeated surveys of the PFZ were made during each of two legs
aboard Yelcho. The first leg lasted from 27 February
to 13 March, and the second from 22 March to 8
April. Each began and ended in Punta Arenas.
Preliminary information obtained during leg 1
about the PFZ was passed to scientists aboard
Thompson before they departed Punta Arenas on 13
March. While at sea the two ships communicated
regularly via the Applied Technology Satellite (ATs3), which is in geostationary orbit over the equator
at 70°W.
The figure shows positions of the 571 XBT stations occupied by Yelcho. These stations are mostly
along and to the east of a line 15 nautical miles
northeast of the current meter moorings that were
deployed during the first leg of Thompson activities (Nowlin et al., 1976). Both T-4 and T-7 type
XBT probes, which profile the water temperature to
a nominal depth of 450 and 750 meters, respectively, were used in the surveys. The profiles were recorded on a standard Sippican analog recorder and
were calibrated with thermometer-determined sea
surface temperatures. At most stations surface water
samples were collected to be analyzed for salinity
and silicate concentration. Standard meteorological
observations were made hourly, and bathymetry
was continuously montored using an EDO model
185 echo-sounder. Na'igation was by Magnavox
model 702A satellite navigation system:
During the 10 days of leg 1 that Yelcho was in the
survey area, the PFZ remained relatively stationary.
It had a west-southwest to east-northeast orientation (centered about an average latitude of 57°40'S.)
except for a sharp deflection to the southeast at
about 57050'S. 62°30'W. Between legs 1 and 2 Yelcho was absent from the survey area for about 15
days. The initial survey of leg 2 revealed that the
deflection, or meander, had grown considerably in
size. Subsequently, Thompson reported that a cyclonic ring had been shed to the north of the Front.
Yelcho's first survey of this ring showed that its
radius, measured from the cold water (below 0°C)
core, located at 57°26'S. 63 0 38'W., to the 2°C isotherm, ranged from 13 to 22 nautical miles. The
feature extended deeper than 750 meters. A survey
3 days later indicated that the ring had grown in
size and had become more deformed in shape, with
its radius now ranging from 15 to 38 nautical miles.
The center had drifted to the north-northeast at
September 1976

approximately 0.2 knots. South of the ring the Front
had resumed its west-southwest to east-northeast
orientation and was passing within 20 nautical
miles to the north of the cluster of three current
meter moorings deployed by Thompson near 59°
06'S. 630 43'W. These moorings appear to be ideally
located to monitor current velocities associated with
PFZ.
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his crew aboard Yelcho for their enthusiastic support and cooperation—instrumental in bringing
FDRAKE, 1976, operations to a successful conclusion.
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Tidal currents in the sea
beneath the Ross Ice Shelf
and EDWIN S. ROBINSON
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RICHARD T. WILLIAMS

We studied the ocean tide beneath the Ross Ice
Shelf in conjunction with the Ross Ice Shelf Project.
Robinson et al. (1975) report tidal water level fluctuations in the southern part of the Ross Sea for the
six locations indicated in figure 1. Interpolated cotidal and corange lines indicate the nature of the
principal diurnal constituents 01 and K1 P1 of the
ocean tide beneath the Ross Ice Shelf.
The association of tidal water level fluctuation
and horizontal components of the tidal current for
a particular harmonic constituent is expressed in
the Laplace tidal equations (Doodson, 1958). If the
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Figure 1. Provisional cotidai-corange charges for the O and
K 1 P1 ocean tidal constituents In the Ross Sea. Cotldal angles
are relative to the Greenwich meridian. Corange lines express amplitude in centimeters.
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Figure 2. Components of the 0 1 tidal current constituent in
the Ross Sea. Solid contours indicate current velocity in
centimeters per second. Dashed contours indicate phase of
the current. South- and east-directed components have
phase angles In the ranges of 0 0 to ±900. North- and westdirected components have phase angles in the ranges ±900
to 180°.
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water level fluctuations are specified at points on a
grid, currents can be obtained by using a finite difference method to evaluate these equations (Williams, 1976). Thickness of the water layer and
boundaries of the basin must be known to obtain
these solutions.
Tidal water level data were interpolated from
the charts in figure 1 at points on a grid with spacings of 0.5° latitude and 4° longitude. Thicknesses
of the water layer at grid points were taken from
Clough and Robertson (1975) and Crary et al.
(1962). North-south and east-west components of
the 0 1 and K1 P1 tidal current constituents were
obtained from these data by finite difference solutions of the Laplace tidal equations at the grid
points. Charts in figure 2 illustrate the 0 current
amplitudes and phases. The phase contours are an
indication of time relative to the Greenwich mendan. Figure 3 displays similar data for the combined K1 P1 constituent.
Diurnal constituents are dominant in the southern Ross Sea and account for more than 80 percent of the water level fluctuation at times of spring
tide. Similarly, the diurnal current constituents are
the principal cause of tidal water circulation.
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Figure 3. Components of the K 1 P 1 tidal current constituent
in the Ross Sea. Effects represented by solid and dashed
contours are the same as in figure 2.
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